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WINBAG® CONNECT WINBAG® CONNECT APPLICATIONS
HEAVY  

WINDOWS 

CABINETS

...and much more

UNITS

CUSTOMIZECUSTOMIZE YOUR APPLICATION
The new Patent Pending WINBAG CONNECT allows  
you to click your WINBAGS together at each corner 
creating the shape and pattern which suits your needs. 
Simply use the WINBAG Connectors to lock them 
together in endless combinations. 

THE CLASSICCLASSIC USES OF THE WINBAG REMAINS

APPLIANCES

DOORS

CABINETS

WINDOWS

Align DOORS                          Level APPLIANCES         Adjust CABINETS     Position WINDOWS

CLICK!CLICK!   
Adding more WINBAGS together in the WINBAG CONNECT 
system allows heavier lifting. For each extra WINBAG 
connected the load capacity increases according to the 
table underneath. For your safety never exceed 1000lbs no 
matter how many WINBAGS you add into 
the CONNECT System.

The ORIGINAL WINBAG – first of its kind - has won multiple awards.

300lbs 550lbs 750lbs 900lbs 1000lbs

MAX TOTAL LOADTOTAL LOAD

GLASS 
DOORS

COUNTER 
TOPS

CAUTION: The WINBAG® should always be considered a supplementary tool, and normal precautions in the work environment should be followed. The WINBAG® is capable of producing powerful pressure between it and its surroundings and caution should therefore be 
exerted when inflating and deflating. The pressure in the pillow element will slowly decrease during use, and it is also possible to puncture the WINBAG® with sharp objects such as screws and drills during use. Therefore, make sure that parts being held in place or separated 
by the WINBAG® are firmly secured by other means. Use care when inflating and deflating WINBAG® and make sure that no body parts such as fingers or toes are between the WINBAG® and it surroundings and / or between the parts being held in place. The WINBAG® 
may only be operated by hand using the rubber hand pump. Never use pneumatics on the WINBAGS® and never tamper with or modify the state of which the WINBAG® was originally purchased. Do no exceed the maximum load stated per WINBAG® for any job even when 
using more WINBAGS® at the same time – except when used together with WINBAG CONNECTORS, where a total maximum load still applies according to the users manual. Local building regulations and any other relevant laws must be followed when using WINBAGS®.

1000lbs1000lbs COMBINED LIFTING POWER
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